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by Ben Philippe
Uprooted from his native Montreal to
Austin, Texas, a black French-Canadian
teen navigates the joys and clichés of the
American high school experience.

A Guyanese girl must find the balance
between her parents' 'old world'
expectations and traditions while
pursuing her dream of being a great
trumpeter in this coming-of-age story.
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by Faith Erin Hicks

by Rainbow Rowell

Frustrated when her grandfather, the cocreator of a smash-hit comic series, loses
its rights to his co-creator and leaves
their family struggling, Miriam fights her
feelings for the grandson of the man she
believes defrauded her loved ones.

A sequel to the best-selling Carry On
finds an overwhelmed Simon joining
Penny and Bax on a trip to the American
West in a vintage convertible, only to be
confronted by dragons, vampires and
gun-toting skunks.
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by Kate Alice Marshall

by Tochi Onyebuchi

When Sara and her friends search the
forest for Sara's missing sister Becca, a
mysterious road unfurls before them,
where the ghost of Lucy Gallows sends
horrors and challenges in their path to
find Becca.

A tale set in a Black Panther-inspired
Nigeria follows the experiences of two
sisters in a 22nd-century world
devastated by war and climate change
who fight against violence and political
unrest to secure a safe and peaceful life.
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by Leigh Ansell

by Elsie Chapman

Corey Ryder cannot remember a time
when she was not gliding through the air
of Cirque Mystiques big top, but tragedy
strikes and flames overtake the tent and
she forced to navigate first love and a
renewed relationship with her mother.

A girl who wants to avoid the dangerous
cost of using magic is forced to compete
in a secret underground magic fighting
tournament to save her family’s ancestral
tea house.
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by James Patterson
After a short stay with an FBI agent who
gives them a chance to attend school
and live a normal life, the six geneticallyaltered, winged youths head toward
Florida and Max's ultimate destiny--to
save the world, whether she wants to or
not.

by Natasha Deen

by Jo Treggiari
Two years after a plane crash killed their
respective siblings, D and Spider, along
with their friend Min, set off on a road trip
to the mountainside site of the crash,
where they encounter Ariel, who has lived
on the mountain all her life

